
 

Round edge tile trim, round edge aluminum tile trim, round 

edging ceramic tile trim 

 

Round edge tile trim function: 

Round edge tile trim is an extruded semi-round edge aluminium 

profile designed to protect the edges of ceramic tiles or similar hard 

finishes fitted in wall or floor installations. Round edge tile trim profile 

offers a perfect solution to the perennial problems of unsightly, 

chipped and exposed edge tiles. Round edge tile trim provides 

excellent protection for tiled wall edges. 

 

Round edge tile trim name: 

Round edge tile trim, round edge aluminum tile trim, round edging 

ceramic tile trim, round edging aluminum tile trim, round edge metal 

tile trim, aluminum round edging trim, aluminum tile trim round edge, 

tile trim round edge 

 

Round edge tile trim materials: Aluminum alloy 

 

Round edge tile trim depth range: 6mm, 8mm, 10mm and 

12.5mm and other is available 

 

 



 

Round edge tile trim surface: Mill finished, matt silver, anodized 

silver, anodized champagne, anodized bronze, anodized gold, 

anodized black, power coated in RAL color, wood grain, marble grain, 

bright silver, bright champagne, bright bronze, bright gold, brushing 

color, stainless steel color, sand blasting, hammer aluminum tile 

moulding, mechanical polishing and chemical polishing. 

 

Round edge tile trim length: 2.5m, 2.6m, 2.7m and 3m and other 

length can be made according to the customers’ request. 

 

Round edge tile trim application: it is ideally suited to external 

corners, window reveals and for the exposed edges. The material 

finishes are themselves both enduring and represent a highly 

professional touch. 

 

See for yourself how round edge tile trim turn the tile into 

incredible interior design world. 

 

Round edge tile trim, round edge aluminum tile trim supplier 

and manufacturer! 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Contact us  

Tile Trim Hub Co., Ltd 

Address: Taiping Industrial Area, Dali town, Foshan, Guangdong, China 

Tel: 0086 757 83600305 

Fax: 0086 757 83600302 

Email:alutiletrim@126.com 

www.alutiletrim.com 
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